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in a setting strongly reminiscent
of a town hall meeting, UM President C. Peter Magrath told UMSL
faculty members that he believes
c the St. Louis community is a vital
part of the UM svstem.
Magrath told UMSL faculty· members Tuesday at a meeting in the
... J.C. Penney Auditorium that he
believes "St. Louis has an appreciation of UMSL and the UM system."
The UM President said Tuesday
.,; that St. Louis is trying to furth€r it's
realization of higher education and
is also trying to renew, as well as

Cal sSt. Louis Important In U

develop,
an acquaintance with
UMSL and the UM system.
Mcgrath's appearance on campus
Tuesday included various meetings
with academic departments, a visit
to a research laboratory, and a
meeting with the faculty members.
Magrath said that he appreciated
the opportunity to meet and spend a
"few productive hours" with members of various departments.
Magrath told faculty members
that he is aware of the needs of the
UM system. He stressed that there
are two important factors facing the
system as a whole.
The first area Magrath discussed
with the facultv was that of the

physical status of the UM system.
He said that the budget which
emerged from the last legislative
session, "does represent a step
forward."
Speaking
specifically
about
UMSL, Magrath said that plans for a
new UMSL' science building are
moving ahead. Magrath said that he
hoped the bidding process for the
building of the center would be completed by the end of this year .
If the bidding process. is completed by this winter, he said construction could begin as early as
next spring.
Magrath said that he, and chancell or Arnold B. Grobman have also

been discussing the possiblity of
raising private funding for equipment for the new science center.
Magrath said that this private

pensation. He said that during the
past few years, the UM system has
closed the gap" a bit" in the area of
faculty salary growth . He hopes to

"St. Louis has an appreciation of UMSL and the UM system,"
President C. Peter Magrath
fund drive could be incorporated
into the university-wide campaign
to raise funds that will be held next
year during the UM 150-year
anniversary .
The second area that Magrath
addressed was that of faculty com-

seE: the system's payroll near the
;·big-eight'·
schools
faculty
averages within the next three to
four years.
Magrath, however, was realistic
in his remarks. He said that he could
make promises that would boost

morale. However, he said he was not
in a position to promise increases.
Magrath did say that he hoped
that by the mid-1990's the faculty
compensation rate would be compareable to the median average of
the "big-eight" schools.
Throughout his meeting with the
faculty, Magrath stressed the
importance of communication. As
part of his plea, he welcQmed any
questions that the faculty might
have.
Magrath said that during his first
seven months in office he has
visited St. Louis o'n several
See "Magrath," page 3
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Although UM President C. Peter
[V!agrath's visit to UMSL on Tuesday
was stressed as an effort to improve
communication between the campus and Columbia, it also served
another purpose.
Magrath told the Current that his
trip to UMSL provided him with a
, .. chance to give an update on the
chancellor selection process."
Magrath said that his meeting on
Tuesday gave him the opportunity
~ to also get the faculty's input in the
selection process.
The main focus of Magrath's
meeting with the faculty centered
around the selection of seven
of faculty members who will be a part
of the interviewing process for a
new chancellor.
These seven faculty members
~ \vill meet with the final prospects
for the chancellorship.
According to _1agrath. these
seven faculty members can, "share
their concerns about UMSL and
... where it will go in the future."
This committee of faculty members will be able to answer any questions the chancellor prospects
• might have during the interview
process. Magrath said.
The prospects that the committee
will be interviewing will come from
• the list of five-to-eight candidates
that the chancellors screening committee recommends to Magrath.
The search committee is com_ prised of five faculty members. two
6t administrators. and a student from
UMSL. Also on,·the committee are

two representatives of the UM s~s
tem and two members of the
public sector.
Susan Hartman, one of the faculty
members on the committee, told ·
other faculty members at Magrath's
meeting Tuesday that she is confident that the search for a new chan~
cellor will be successful.
Hartman, a professor of history,
said that the committee is conducting an "agressive search" and that
100 people are being considered for
the job.
Hartman once again stressed the
importance of confidentiality during her remarks on Tuesday She
said that in all "fairness to the candidates" the committee's confidentiality:
must
be
maintained.
Hartman said that the committee
does not want to loose any potential
candidates because of publicity.
Magrath praised the chancellor
search committee. and said he
appreciated the work they have
done while conducting this ·'vital"
search for a chancellor.
The seven faculty members who
will meet with the final prospects
for the chancellorship will be'
chosen from the following nine
nominees.
The nominees were: Robert w.
Murray, Arts and Sciences; James
Neal Primm. Arts and Sciences;
Jane Williamson, Arts and Sciences:
Huber M. Walsh, School of Education; Robert S. Stich, School of Busines~
Administration: Donald J.
Egan. School of Optometry; Ruth
Jenkins, School of Nursing: Helan
Page, Anthropology: and Bill Long,
School of Optometry.

Cedric R. Anderson

On Campus: UM President C. Peter Magrath spent Sept. 3 at UMSL
meeting with various academic departments. Magrath also held a
large 'townhall style' meeting with the faculty while in St. Louis. Du ri ng
his rne>~t:ng with the faculty, M8grA.th answererl many questions con-

KWMU 's 'Pipeline' Washed Dovvn The Drain
M ik e Luczak
•

reporter

~ I.

"Pipeline", a KWMU program
which offered experimental and
new music from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. on
Friday nights, was cancelled .last
week under much controversy.
··Pipeli·ne·· was cancelled as a
result of a new program schedule.
which began on Sept. 1.
.
According to Rainer Steinhoff,
KWMU general manager, the nell'
program schedule includes an
increase in news programming, jazz

shows and folk features.
Steinhoff said that the new
schedule was "created to serve the
various segments of the station's
audience better."
'·The
new
programming
addresses the growing audience for
these other formats," Steinhoff
said.
Michael Schriewer, a member ofKWMU student staff, and producer
of "Pipeline", said he wasn't told
about the cancellation of the program until last Friday. ;>,hich was
the last time the show aired.

When asked when Schriewer was
told about the cancellation of
"Pipeline", Steinhoff said, "1 think
it was couple of weeks ago. !think a
member of the student staff told
him"
Accordingto Schriewer, he wasn't
officially informed of the program's
cancellation until last Friday night.
when he met with Ben Fox, general
manager of KWMU student staff.
Schriewer said that Fox told him
that the reason he had not been told
before Friday was because "things
had to be worked out"

a

"He said he didn't tell me before,
because it wasn't time to talk to
me," said Schriewer.
According to Schriewer. the cancellationoftheprogramwasduetoa
misunderstanding
of
what
"Pipeline" was all about. This misunderstanding he said was due to
the fact that most people didn·t pay
attention to the program because of
the time-slot.
According
to
Schriewer
"Pipeline" was rather unique. ··It
offered new and alternative mus·ic
See "KWMU," page 2
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Barnes Lobbies For Student In Cabinet
'.
Daniel A. Kimack
editor-in-ch ief

Arnold B. Grobman
f'

•
•

•

Inside:

The UMSL Student Assembly, by
passing a motion over the summer
to include a student in the Chancellar's Cabinet, is prepared to retrace the footsteps of Student
Association
President
Greg
Barnes.
Barnes, who wrote UMSL Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman during
the summer, asked for "serious considerationof including a student [in
the cabinet]."
With the recent return of Grobman, the assembly hopes to receive
immediate
response
to
its
proposal.

DMORE NEWS/Page"2

Grobman earlier denounced the
idea, stating tbat. "the cabinet
would be less .effective. were it to be
enlarged." Grobman a.dded that the
addition of a student representative
would call for the addition also of
faculty and staff members serving
as representatives.
"The Student Assembly passed
the motion but we haven't had a
chance.to forward it to him," Barnes
said. "But he's back now. Ithink this
is something we are going to have to
be extremely persistent with.":
Barnes. said it would benefit the
University community and students
should
the
entire
campus

DEDJTORIALS/Page 4

MARCHING
The US Marching Marine
Band will perform a benefit
concert for UMSL Sept. 18 at
St. Louis Union Station. Proceeds will benefit the Music
Department-

Page2

See "Cabinet," page 2
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cerning the status ofthe proposed U MSL science building and
updated the faculty on the progress of the UMSL chancellor
committee.

MacKinney Shuns
Bankruptcy Again
Dan iel A. Ki mack
ed itor-i n-chiej

In an effort to reaffirm LJMSL's
··strong commitment to academic
excellence." Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs Arthur C. MacKinney
again
denounced
an
'"ac2.demic bankruptcy" plan proposed earlier by the University
Senate.
MacKinney responded over the
summer to an incorrect editorial in
the S1. Louis Globe-Democrat which
stated UMSL would institute the
plan for the 1985 fall semester.
"That policy was never approved
or accepted.·' MacKinney wrote.
··UlvISL·s faculty and students have
a strong commitment to academic
excellence . .The Gl obe-Democrat strongly
urged that UMSL not institute the
··academic bankruptcy" proposal.
saying. ·'it is not the kind of program
that induces excellence or inspires
confidence among the public."
Also, a letter printed on the
Globe-Democrat's editorial pagE by
a reader said the policy would allow
UMSL students to "goof off"
The proposal, Mac Kinney responded. ··which \'1as once under con. sideration was not taken frivolously
or in an effort to reward students

who might be tempted to 'goo!
off.' ..
The recommended policy would
have allowed students, prior to
entering their senior year, to
remove grades for one or more
semesters on their transcripts in
the computation of his or her grade
point average. The policy recommended that the right to remove
grades would apply to courses taken
both at CMSL or other colleges or
universities.
Credits
toward
graduation still would apply.
Instead. UMSL's grading policy
remains compliant with those of t~
other LJM campuses and several
other colleges and universities in
Missouri.
CMSL's
transcript
evaluation policy now counts courses with a grade of 'D' or better as
credit towards graduation. Failing
grades are computed into the
overall grade point average, also.
Said MacKinney of the'· academic
bankruptcy"' proposal: "It was part
of a serious effort on the part of the
faculty to deal with the complex
issue of credits for students who
transfer among colleges and among
institutions. It is extremely unfortunate that this particular proposal
was assumed to be in effect as an
institutionai policy, when it is
noL"

DSPORTSf Page 7

SHOPPING

SOCCER

Variety highlights shopping at S1. Louis Center for
UMSL students. Their reactions are captured in the

The UMSL Rivermen did
not
lose
to
McKendree
College Tuesday, but tied the
game 1-1 after overtime. It

Features section.

certainly was not a win.
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Newsbriefs - - - - Marine M arc ing Band Concert Benefits UMS__
Kirtpatrick To' Lecture
Jeane J_ Kirkpatrick,.former u.s. am bassador to the United
Nations, will present the eighth event in the University of MissouriRolla Remmers Special Artist/Lectur e Seri es at 8 p.m'. Mond ay,
Sept. 16 III the Gal e Bullman Building on the UMR cam·pus. AdmissIon to the lecture will be by ticket only and there will be no charge.
The Remmers Spe cial Artist/Lecture Series is supported by a
fund established by UMR alumnus Walter E. Remmers and his wife.
For more information, call (314 ) 341 -4269 .

DeClue For Recruitment
Rochelle De Clue has been named Assistant Director of
Admissions at UMSL, lVlimi LaMarca , Director of Admissi ons,
announced last week.
DeClue, an UMSL alumna, rec eived a bachelor's degree in Social
Work and was a member of the Minority Student Service Coalition
at UMSL fo r three years. DeClue cam e to UMSL in 1981 as an
admi ssions advisor.
DeClu e' s duties will include r ecruitment of students from t he St.
Louis area.

Seminar To Be Held
Hazardous materials and regul ati ons for safe handling wil l be the
SUbjects of a two-day seminar offered by Continuing EducationExtension at UMSL.
The seminar, entitled " Gateway Hazardou's Materials and Safety
Seminar," will be held Wednesday, Oct. 30,from 8:30 to 4:30 p.m . in
the J .C. Penney Building.
Topics for the seminar will include the hand ling and shipment of
h~zardous materials and an upd ate on current regul ations . Speakers
wlllillclude: Phtlllp H. Cushing, Federal Aviation Administration;
Norris Freeman, U. S. Department of Transportation; Daniel Barber
Container Corporation of America; MarIan Graham , Petrolite Corporation; and Dean Martin , Mi ssouri Department of Natural
Resources.
The fee is $25 per day or $35 for both days . The fee includes
lunches , parking and ma terials.
For further inform a tion, call Clark Hickman at 553-5961.

Biology Gov't Elected
The Biology Club ele cted officials for th e 1985 academic year last
week during the club 's first meeting o( the fall semester. New
officers include: Scott Thompson, president; Mike Gruendler, vice
president; Jennifer Hempel, treasurer; Gary Bonkoski, secretary;
John Beavlieu, Kurt Curtis and Mike Szwalo, publicity committee.
Biology Club activities scheduled for Sept ember include a barbeque, a camping exposition, a beer and wine seminar and a bake sale .
Notices will be posted around campus and listed in the Current.
The Biology Club offers fellowship , a chari ce to meet other people
interested in various phases of the sci ence s and exposure with professionals in the biology field .
Persons int erested in the Biology Club sh ould contact John
Mruzik at 553-6227 or drop by the Bio logy Department in Room .216
Stadler Hall.

UMSL Meets W . Germany

, The United states Marine Marching Band, formally designated "The
President's Own" by President John
Adams in 1798 , will pre sent a concer t at 7:30 p.m . on Wednesday.
Sept. 18 , at st. Louis Uni on Station.
Net proceeds from the concert will
benefit the Schol a rship Fund of the
Music Departm ent. UMSL and the
KWMU Student Broadcasting Lab .

At 12 :30 p.m .. the Marine Band
will perform a one-ho'u r concert at
the newly re-opened landmark ·for
appro ;.; imately 1,000 area elementary students .
Th e Ma rin e Band, which traces its
origins to the drummers and fife r s
that ma r ched with the Continental
Marines , is the only military band
that has a primary du ty to provide

music for the President of the
United States . It is America's oldest
continuously
active
musical
organization and has playep before
every U.S.
President
ex cept
George Washington.
The Band's most famous Director
was composer John Philip Sousa,
"The March King,'" who also
organized the Band's first concert .

tour in 1891, a tradition still carried
on todav. During its two-month tour,
the me~ and women of the Marip.e
Band, led by its present Director
Colonel John R. Bourgeois, will perform in more than 50 cities and·
towns across the U.S.
For further informat ion, call tbe
UMSL Musi c Departmen t at 553 ~
5980.

Schriewer said he deduced that the
progr am was being tak en off the
air .
to
Steinhoff,
According
"P ipeline" was cancelled after a lot
of discussion.
. " It was my decision. I dis cussed it
with the board members in
meetings and the executive student
st aff went along with it ," Steinhoff
s aid .
"Pipeline" was replaced by" Jazz
Till Dawn ·', whiCh, ac cording to t he
ne w sc hedule will be aired during
the late hours ev ery night.
Schriewer said he believes that
the new program s chedule for the

most part was definitely intended to
increase the audien ce as a whole.
He also said, though, tbat he
believed tbe 'main reason the cancellation of the program was
because
Steinhoff
. wanted
"Pipeline" eliminated .
"It just didn't fit into his concept
of what a radio station is,"
Schriewer said .' Schriewer said he has no bitterness towards Steinhoff, and that he
enjoyed working at KWMU. He said
he doesn't think he'll continue working at KWMU,' though, unless
"Pipeline" is brought back on the
air.

" My bas ic reason for working at
KWMU was to belp preserve and
expand 'Pipeline'," Schriewer saiO . ~

the Senate Chairperson or the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs.
"However ," Grobman wrote, "I do
welcome dire ct. involvement and I
have
been
holding
monthly
meetings . To those meetings 1 have
consistently inv ited the President
of the Student Association, President of the St aff Association, Presiding Office r of t he Faculty
Council. and the UMSL representatives on the Intercampus Faculty
CounciL"

propriate means of forestalling
misunderstandings and exacerbating conflicts between students and
administration.

KWMU'
from page 1
which couldn't be heard on an y ot her
show or from any other source,"
said Schriewer.
" It was a prog ram offer ing
equality of opportunity and freedom
of expression," Schri ewer said .
Despite not being told about the
cancellation of "Pipeline" until
last Friday , Schriewer said that he
had heard rumors before that the
program would be taken off the air,
and that he had r ea d a pres s rele ase
which included the new program
sched ule .
Since the ne w progra m schedu le
" Pipe line,"
did
not
include

Schriewe r said that he was told
that " Pipeline" might be brougbt
back on the a ir if t he audience wanted it to be brought back, but he said
he was al s o told that the program
would
operate with
restrictions.

Ste inhoff said that th ere's still a
chance that KWMU will reconsider
bring ing a program like " Pipelinf' .
back on the air, but it will depend on ,
the audi ence 's response .

Cabine t
from page 1
leader'ship work together. Als o,
Barnes cited the re cently installed
student representati ves on the UM
Board of Curators -and Uni versity
Cabinet as milest ones in student
representation.
In his letter to Grobman , Barnes
said , " 1 also believe that it is evident
by now that students are full y capable of supplying their own inSights,
concerns and opinions on matters of
con cern to our community and that
we are in the bes t positi on to do

so."
Grobman said s tud ent interes ts
can reach his cabinet through e ither

Said Barnes, " It's bettet: to be able
to touch base directly. The Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs is
always under pressures of administration and its obligations when representing
our
concerns ."
" Decisions are being made that

affe ct US," Barnes added , "witho-;l
feeling how important
things are to us ."
Grobman is expe ct ed to consid er ~
the motion shortly. Barnes said..
Grobman returned las t week.
.
Barnes is unsure of the chances of
the motion being pas sed , but
remains optimis tic. " It took seven'"
years to get a student representative on the Board of Curators ," he
said.

,

The asse m bly 's motion cans for
th e elected s t udent body leader as
the s tudent representative in the ·
Chanc ellor'S Cabinet.
The m ot ion, Barnes said, is an ap-

PROJECT

HILIP

The Bible Solves all your problems
when all things 'and friends fail you
We offer a free Bible and Correspondence '
course to all students. Free postage.
Write to: Project Philip - College Campus
P.o. Box 11301, Clayton P.O.
St. Louis, MO 63105

427-.6219 :

9432 Natu'ralBridge

HOME OF
THE ONLY STRAWBERRY
FROZEN CUSTARD
IN TOWN!

1:

100/0 discount withUMSL 1.0.

. 1

The Federal Re public of Germany (West Germany) recentl y hosted a delegation of St . Louis educators for a two -week seminar on
compar ati ve education. The seminar , spons ored by The Institute for
Foreign Cultural Relations in Stuttgart and arranged by UMSL, was
the first program invo lving educators from the United States.
The initial sessions began in Lambre cht and provided a
geographical, historical and politi cal overview of West Germ a ny .
During the second week of the seminar, participants studied the
educational centers in industry, in a prison and in a variety of
elementary and se condary schools .
" Extensive testing in the element ary grades is the major difference in the Wes t German edu cational system and ours, " said
Wendell Smith, dean of Continuing Educ ation-Extension at UMSL
and leader of the St. Louis delegation . " On the bas is of testing, the
student is placed at age 10 in a sec ondary sc hool with other students
with similar abilities. "
Smith believes the West German educational system has many
strengths , but also several weaknesses . " Once a student has been
designated an educational path, it is extremely difficult for the student to move upward into a more intellectually stimulating
educational program.

Get our new $49* softWare module
when you buy an HP-41.

Comet Watch Starts

It's a deal that has no equal, for a calculator that has
noequ:al.
Our new HPAI Advantage software module packs
12K of ROM . One and a half times the capacity of any
other HP-41 module. Large enough to hold the most
popular engineering, mathematical and financial pro- .
grams ever written for the HP-41.
You get comprehensive advanced matrix math functions, roots of equations and polynomials, integrations,
base conversion and logic func;tions, and time val ue of
money functions.
Our new module is also sub-programmable, 80 you
cal) quickly access just a portion of a program, or transfer !hat section to your own program.
And it's even menu-driven . That eliminates overlays
. and reduces the number of prompts.
1n short; you get everything it's going to take to help
!'Du m ake the grade in everything from Linear Algebra
,it) Phy'!!1c.s to Electronics to 8 tatics and Dynamics.
the HP-41 isa deal all its own . Its operating
syste.m is so advanced, it doesn't need an "equals"
ke.y. Little wonder it's preferred by more engineers
than any other calculator.
This is a limited time offer, Call (800) FORPc. Ask for Dept. 658B. Well instantly give
you the name ofa dealer who has no equal.
Bo it now, The phone call is free.
JIut our new 'module won't be fodong ,

The UMSL Continuing Education-Extension program will offer a
course entitled , "Observing th e Heavens : An Introduction to
Astronomy," Wednesdays, Sept. 18 through Oct. 16 , from 7 to 10 p.m.
Classes will meet in the J. C. Penney Building on campus.
The course will introduce popular astronomy and amateur observing, The observing instruments used will be the unaided eye,
binoculars, small telescopes and the C-14 telescope system housed
in UMSVs on-campus observatory.
Classroom topi cs will in clude an illustrated survey of planets,
moons , stars , nebulae and galaxies ; introduction to constellations
and bright stars; and tips for amateur star-gazing. Weather permit ting, seSSions will include direct observation in UMSL's
observatory .
No equipment, previous observing experience or knowledge of
astronomy is required.
Richard Heuermann, consultant for planetarium development,
will instruct the course .
The fee for the course is $50 .
Also, a course on Haley' s comet will begin Tuesday, Nov. 2, from
7 to 10 p.m . The class will offer opportunity to photograph Haley's
Comet. The fee for the course is $35 .
For further information, contact Nan Kammann at 553-5961.

Aq arobics Offered Here

rlin-HEWLETT

Several opportunities for exercise this fall will be offered by Continuing Education-Extension at UMSL. Fee for all classes is $42 .
Aquarobics will be offered in the Mark Twain pool from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. on Mondays and Wednesdays. Varied activities using sound
physiological exercise principles will be used to improve each participant's fitness. Swimming ability is not required .
Also, two classes of aerobic dance wiI be offered this fall. Noontime Aerobics will be offered from 12:10 to 12 :50 p.m . on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays. The other aerobic class will be offered
from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m . on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
. These aerobic conditioning programs also will implement principles of flexibility and strength.
For further information, call 553-5226 or 553-5220.

~~ PACKARD

I'm a student whc;""has no equ~ Here's my proof-of-purchase to prove it. Please
send me my free software module.
Name

Address
City

State

Zip

Pbone Number

Youth Sports Offered
A youth sports program which includes swimming, gymnastics
and team sports will be offered on Saturday mornings during the
semester inside UMSL's Mark Twain Building,
The program is open to children 5 through 12, with classes meeting from 9 to 11 a.m. Cost of the program is $30 for one child and
$26 for each additional child in the same family .
For more information or to register, call 553:5226.

HP·41 Serial Numb"r

Mail Coupon with proof-of-purchase

\0:

Hewlett-Packard Co:, c/ o Direct Mail
Projects/M·M, P. O. Box 10598 ,

Portlaod, Oregon 97209
OHer Dot rednmablt at HP de:.ler. HP-.H

mU .t t

be purchued

bttweC!!I 8/15/85 and 11115/85. En\lc!oPetJ mu.st be po"'m.rk~
by t 2J3.U85 . Good only in U.S.A. Void wber-e protlibited. taxed

PG12S11

..u. S. suggested list pri c.~

~~:C;:~C:~:~!~~.P employee purcb.a&e1 not eljJiblc. Allow

-

-

Se'pL 5, ~985

. t ________________

~~

____________________
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L.iving .With Stress, Pressure Can .Determine One's General Health
~arjOrie Bauer
assistant features/arts editor

"'Stress, a factor of life today and
how we learn to live witb it, determines, to a great extent, the level of
Our general health.
;". - While some people seem.to thrive
on the challenge of deadlines and
pressures at work, others succumb
to varying degrees of emotional or
.... physical disorders , whi c h include
coronary heart disease , accidental
injury, cirrhosis ofthe Ii ver, depression and suicide, according to medica! authorities at Saint Louis
-!I University hospital's stress center.

The individual's reaction to the job
. or his boss , is at the root of the problem: behavior experts theorize ..
"The way we live , the amount of
stress in our lives, is viewed by
many as the principle cause of illness ." according to Ralph Hausmann, director of social work at st.
Elizabeth's Medical Center, Granite
City , IlL
The problem is so gre'a t that loss
from stress- rel ated disorders in
industry alone is estimated to
amount to betwee n $50 to $75 billion
in absenteeism, medical expenses
and lost productivity per year. In
terms of the employed American,

this amounts t.o a loss of about $750
per person.
Recognizing the
severity of · these stress-related
illnesses, major corporations are
establishing
stress-management
programs to combat it. One of five
Fortune 500 companies lIas set up
various programs, from exercise
facilities for workers, to med itation
classes to reduce stress on the job.
"Ten or 25 years ago, we thought
there was no treatment for stress,"
Hausmann said. "We now know that
relaxation is not a gimmick . It
works.
"A certain amount of stress is a
positive thing. In some cases," she

)Supervvomen Suffer Guilt
Marjorie Bauer
aSSistant features editor

A. stree-related disorder, particularly related to working women,
h~.s rec~ntly been identified as the
-/''superwoman syndrome," by New
York clinical pyschologist Georgi a
Witkin-Lanoil, in her new book,
"T he Female Stress Syndrome."
c:

Witkin-Lanoil found guilt to be a
major factor in stress found in
women who demand perfection in
themselves , at work and at home .
The guilt they feel , Witken-Lanoil
said, is that of being unable to handle a working career and a family.
When these women feel they are not
"perfect" at being a homemaker,
and alt.hough they enjoy their ca-

reers, they are overwhelmed.
Such women oversc hedule themselves in both spheres of their lives;
and as a result, suffer greatly from
depression , anxiety, irritability,
eating and sleep-ing disorders .
Witkin-Lanoil found that these
women need to be more realistic in
the ir expectations and not strive to
be perfect at work and at home .

.-----------------~----------~------------------~
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said, " stress can lead to greated
productivity."The individual must
determine for himself how much
stress he can tolerate before his
health begins to suffer, she added.

*

*

*

Stress can be treated with drugs
in conjuction with stress management co unseling or ' by counseling
alone, to promote wellness and treat
disease.
It is Significant that three of the
best-selling prescriptions sold
today include drugs to alleviate
stress: Inderal, for hypertens ion,
ulcer medication and Valium, a
tranquilizer.
Another alternative to us ing
drugs is by treating the patient with
co unseling, usually complemented
by bio-feedback or relaxation training.
These techniques
teach
patients how to control the frequency and intensity and duration of
their physiological and psychological responses init!ated by stress .
In Saint Louis University Medical
Center,
bio-feedback
training

involves monitoring muscle tension
and skin temperature. Three electrodes are attached to the forehead
to monitor muscle tension in the
upper part of the patient's body.
Fingertip attachments, attached to
four fingers of 'one hand, monitor
surface skin temperature and moisture. Warmer ranges in temperature in finger te mperature s show
relaxation, and cooler ranges indicate co nstriction in the blood
vessels due to stress. This feedback
is necessary because visual assessment of stress is incomplete without
it.
The forehead and fingertip
attachments cause some apprehension in the patient, although they are
non- invasive. Patients at the Saint
Louis University stress center are
encouraged to view the monitoring
in terms of stepping on to a scale for
weight, or using a thermometer to
find body temperature. Patients can
use the monitoring eqUipment in
bio-feedback to recognize their responses to stress in the same way,
they are advised.

Other ways to control stress are
practising some of the "m ini " relaxationskills taught to eliminate
stressful feelings . These include a
six-second technique to relax mind
and body, abdominal breathing or
specific concentration exercises.
Patients find their stress is relieved
or reduced within minutes, using
these exercises.

faCt that there are problems facing
the University, and that open
dialogue is an effective way of
ap proaching these problems.
The UM president said that he
hopes to make another informal
visit to UMSL in the near future. He
said that is was a pleasure meeting
with the faculty and he wished them
a very productive yea r.

Magrath told the Current th at
Tuesday's trip to UMSL provided
him with a "chance to communjcate" with the faculty , as well as get
their input.

In cases of · "cardiac crip ples,"
patients believe they can do little or
not hing for themselves. The stress
center's job is to counsel the family
members to eliminate this source of
stress and promote the patients '
emotional and physical progress.
Sometimes sexual counseling is
required to clarify myths regarding
the sexuality of the cardiac patient
and the spouse.
Treatment of some cardiac
illnesses can be treated without
medication or intervention, according to Marty Manley, Saint Louis
University stress renter counselor.

Magrath
from page 1
occasions. During his trips to St.
Louis, he said that-he has "snuck" on
to the UMSL campus several times.
He said that he views the St. Louis
area as a critical part of the entire
UM system.
In his closing remark s to the
faculty , Magrath emphasized the

Grobman said that he was,
"delighted over the enthusiastic response of the faculty" who attended
,the meeting with Magrath.
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Powerful

Versatile

,'ALL' CAMPUS PARTY"

EL-5520 ........ ..... ........... .... $85
• BASIC Language Hand-Held Computer
• 4K RAM Expandable to 16K RAM
• 178 Scientific, calculator &.
programming functions
• 16-Dlgit LCD Display
The EL-5520 was designed to offer
outstanding value and more versatility
than any computer in its class. A large
assortment of allailable options enables
you to increase memory size and interface
with printers, plotters, modems. test
enuipment and more.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 6,1985 8:00 PM till 1:30 AM
. MUSIC PROVIDED-REFRESHMENTS SERVED
"UMSL I.D. REQUIRED" "5. 00 MEN $4. 00 LADIES
Party .located at Sigma Tau Gamma House, 8660 Natural Bridge

f

EL-55001l
.... .. . .. .. .. ... $70
• BasicCommands
• 4 .2KByte RAM
• 3534 Steps
• 59 ScientifiC Functions
• Linear regression and prediction
This hand- held computer also provides up
to 15 levels of parentheses and 8 levels of
pending operations as well as memory
dedicated to scientific caloulations.

. ,)

For those interested in finding out more about Sigma Tau Gamma
call the Fraternity-427-9364, or Mark--868-4868.

Thermal Printer/Cassette
Interface

CE-126P ....... ...... ............... $55
• Compatible with both EL- 550011 &.
EL-5520
• Quiet 24-digit thermal printer
• Cassette interface
Easy-ta-read printouts. Cassette interface
useful to store data and p rogra ms in a
cassette recorder by remote control

~W!!!'PIPI~
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Give your student living quarters a touch of class with fashion furniture from Aaron Rents. You can furnish your place in style at rates that
are guaranteed to be the lowest in town. \Ne offer next-day delivery
and a convenient short minimum rental period, and our decorator
showrooms are full of quality, up-to-the-minute furniture so you can
make your place a real home away from home. Come to Aaron Rents
and see for yourself why more people rent furniture from us than any
other company in the country. You're sure to
discover that the reason is
VALUE.

•
•

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.

J.'

•

•
•
I

12345 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton

291·6516

If there's one thing business
students have ah.... ays needed,
this is it: an affordable , business-oriented calculatOr.
The Texas [nsrrumems
BA-35, the Studem Business
. Analyst. .
Its built·in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
fu nctions - the ones that
usual ly require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and tuture \'alue

..

© 1935 T I

The Nation's Largest Furniture Rental and Sales Company
It

. ~.

calculations, amo[[izations
A powerful combination.
and 'ball oo n payments.
Think busi ness. With
The BA-35 means you
the BA-35 Student "';.2.
spend less time calcu lating,
Business Ana lyst.
and more time learning. One
kevsrroke takes the placE'
of many.
The calculator is Just raft INSTRU MEN T S
Creat ing useful products
of the package. You also get
and services fo r you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Ana/-vsr Guidebook. Business
profe-ssoTs helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and c1assnmm.

V
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epresentative In
Cabinet ~ _eeded

~tY

connnentary ,
Barnes Explains SA
South Africa Vievvs

('uYS, I just ~ineJ a~ into
the Defense Depa~nt .

We have t o wonder exactly What is holding up the implementation
of a student representative in the Chancellor's Cabinet at UMSL. It
s e ems only fitting , after placing student representatives in both the
U M Board of Curators and the University Cabinet, that such a step
'\ 'ould be quick to follow .
U~SL Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman, however, has declined
a wntten request byStudent Association President Greg Barnes to
a llow a student representative in the cabinet. Under Barnes' prop osal, the student representative would be the elected student
b ody officer.
We doubt that Grobman 's idea that the cabinet would be less effective if it were enlarged holds true. For the cabinet to effectively rep"
resent the students would call for direct involvement by the
stu dents, ideally through the elected leader of the student body.
We agree with Barnes that it would benefit the entire cam pus
should the entire campus leadership work together. Also , it has been
proven that stUdents are capable of providing keen insight into their
own concerns. It is imperative that the importance of certain issues
come directly from the students, and this , obviously , can come
thr ough student represen ta ti on .
Under the present system, the students are represented in the
cabinet not by a student but through the Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs Arthur C. MacKinney. Certainly, selfrepresentation is the key to relaying concerns and opinions on matters directly affecting the students.
It would be w rong to wait seven years , as in the case of gaining student r'epresentat ion within the UM Board of Curators, to acknow ledge a student re p re senta tive in the Chancellor's Cabinet.
Without direct student representation t here is always the chance
, that student beliefs will be miscontrued.

AsHe
iSees It

We only hope that Chancellor Grobman will reevaluate his stand
o n this issue and allow student representation in his cabinet. We do
not feel it would make the working less effective. We feel it will give
the cabinet a stronger backbone and a true grip on the needs of
the students .
Barnes is correct in saying that it certainly is better for the
students and cabinet to touch base directly. The chances of such a
measure passing seem slim, and that is an injustice .

Bankruptcy P an Target ed Wrong Way
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs Arthur C. MacKinney took a
step in th e right dir ection after again denouncing the institution of
an "academic bankruptcy " plan at UMSL. MacKinney reaffirmed
the Un iversity 's status after the proposed policy was given heavy
attention over the summer mo n th s.
MacKinney's actions help correct the steps in a wrong direction
p revi ously und e r cons i de.ration in the UniverSity Senate. We do-not
feel to approve and accept the " academic bankruptcy" policy would
ha ve been a "positive step in education." To allow students to virtu a lly c ho ose t he grades they wanted in comp u tation of their overall
grade pOint average would erase the efforts of those dedicated
students earning a respectable GPA.
The proposal would have allowed students to scratch grades from
as many as three years of undergr a du ate study, discounting the
students senior year. Only the grades ke pt on transcript by the
student's choice from the first three years, and all grades from the
senior year. would compile the student's overall GPA_
Students would have the choice of discounting 'C', 'D' and 'F'
-grades, while keeping grades of ' B' and' A' . We do not feel this would
have prompted sincereefforts by students to receive high grades and
a decent educatiori to boot. Instead, students dedicated t o their
studies would receive the short end of the stick for all their hard
work.
The original plan was targeted a t making the transition for
students among campuses and ins ti tutions smoother. Nothingcould
be simpler than choosing t~e grades you want kept on personal
record .
In denouncing the proposal, UMSL showed a commitment to

academic excellence, a drive to have its students learn. fhat,
afterall , is the intent of continuing one ' s education.
The plan would not have allowed the superior students amp le
reward. Instead , many students would attain the same plateau of
excellence through a fa lte ring system not dedicated to the success
of its students.
We feel there are measures to be t aken , measures which can be
positive. Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman has suggested allowing
students the chance to retake failed courses, counting only the
improved grade.
A step such as this would continue to encourage academic
excellence and dedication. Whether it is the full answer to the problems addressed by the previously proposed plan is questionable .
It is com mendable that UMSL chooses to continue using
trans cript evaluations requiring all student's courses and grades be
recorded on transcript. UMSL still remains in virtually the same
poli cies as other UM campuses and other colleges and universities
in Missouri . It would have been a strong blow to the campus should
the " academic bankruptcy" have been approved.
The redeeming factor behind a grading system, we feel, is to mark
one's progress . Grades allow the student both positive and negative
reinforcement in the quest for a college education. To mar the system, to indefinably start from nothing and end up among the top,
definitely is not a step in the right direction for UMSL.
We applaud the rejecti on of the policy and we applaud the efforts
of MacKinney, who, in essence, hoped to clear the questionable air
of foul play within the University's grading policies . It needed to be
done and perhaps UMSL can start from scratch in hopes of continued
improvement.

Champion's Depart re

ho

Inept

Dreams, supposedly. last only a few seconds. That 's not much lonalmost three times as many players as the women's softball team a
ger t han former UMSL baseball coach Kirk Champion held his
year ago, recieved just $2 ,000 more in its budget. That $2,000 was
position:
easily spent on baseballs and other necessities when more money
Champion, a proven winner at Rend Lake Community College,
was needed for team travel, meal expenses and other related
had visions of someday coaching collegiate baseball at a Division I
needs.
university. That day is today. Champion, who accepted UMSL's head
Champion not only made a career-advancement move, he stepped
coachingjob just two weeks ago, resigned last week to take a position
away from the troubles inhibiting the building and success of
at Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville - a Division I
UMSL baseball .
program.
Dreams only last for seconds. The UMSL athletic program needs
The UMSL athletic heirarchy had dreams of finding a capable
to set its priorities . We feel the baseball program is worth the
replacement of former UMSL coach Jim Dix. Dix resigned following
investment. Only when it grows into its full prominence will UMSL
the 1985 schedule.
be able to hold onto a coac h likeDix. Or Champion.
We feel Champion's move was in the cards. Not only did he openly
We agree it would be a setback for the program to watch the
admit .that he was not planning on making his stay here a career
baseball program slide into the troubles encountered in years past
move into Division II baseball, but he was walking into the same
by the UMSL swimming team which went through four coaches in six
problems Dix was forced to leave behind - s a lary, budget and comyears. We feel the program needs to be nurtured to avoid the pitfalls
mitment to baseball by the UMSL athletic program .
- ofthe Sports Information Director position which currently is trying
Dix , who said he was unable to make ends meet in the full-time
to hold on to its third SID in three years .
position because of t he $18 ,500 salary, turned UMSL into a cons isChampion was a proven coach. He brought in fresh ideas for a staltent contender both in the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic
ing program. It's a shame for UMSL that he decided to advance
Association and the National Collegiate Athletic Association Diviwithout taking t he step to Division II baseball. We feel Us another
sion II. He took the team to the College World Series once and led the
mark against a faultering baseball program.
Rivermen to many conference and NCAA playoff appearances . He
It was tragedy enough when the Rivermen lost Dix _ Dix helped
left in favor of furthering his real estate business.
man players to All-America selections and belped teams to national
Dix also had a constituted complaint in the way UMSL holds
prominence. The baseball program at UMSL deserves some 'prombaseball to its athletic bosom . The baseball team, which carried
inence of its own .
.
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Hitler's ghastly rise to power.
The fundamental l esson, that
panel concluded , is that " master
race" svstems which threaten
. " For goodness sakes, please
some o{ us ultimately threaten
. help us . Without the intervention
all of us. Hitler, they said, could
of the international community,
have been stopped short if the
there is going to be a bloodbath.
entire world community had
Economic sanctions are our last
refused to cooperate in any way.
hope ."-- Bishop Desmond Tutu of
shape or form with the erection
South Africa, Nobel Peace Prize
and perp etuation of his edifice.
winner
The success of " nonviolent nonTh e most ambitious project
cooperation" campaigns by Dr.
undertaken by students at UMSL
Martin Luther King in this comover the last year has pe en the
munity of South Africa see m. to
confirm this conclusion.
Students have also pointed to
the tens of t housands of jobs lost
to South African subsidiaries of
American compan.jes attracted
by cheap. institutionally subfour-campus (UM-wide) movejugat ed laboL
ment to answer Bishop Tutu's
This situation is no coinplea by taking our university's
" Apartheid "
was
ciden ce_
$95 million in South Africaestabl ished, consciously and
re lated investments elsewhere.
avowed ly, for the express purIn this column , I'l l explain why
pose of attracting the foreign
we're doing it and how you can
investme nt.
assure
that your
opinion
Thal's
why
students
(whatever your opinion) is
throughout the country.· in
weighed before the university
answering the question "how can
makes its final decision.
we
help? " . have adopted the
The hub of controversy is the
strategy
of removing our
" Apartheid " ·
(pronounced,
investments.
Other institutions
or
ironically,
apart-HATE)
(including most major churches
"master race" sy stem presently
and labor unions) and numerous imposed in tbe Republic of South
state and local governments are
Africa. Tbe entire world has ..
condemned this system as sub-' following suit.
" Apartheid " is a system which
limely vicious, systemati ca lly
relies on greed and division to dehumanizing, an unspeakable
fuel its engines. When unified
aberration in the community Of
world pressure succe eds (as it
civilized men and women .
has begun to) in making that sysU's not bard to see whv_ tem more of a DISINCENTIVE
"Apartheid" has its philosophical than inc entive t o investm ent, t he
roots in the Nationalist and Fas- whole , nasty edifice will beg in to
'cist parties of World War II crack and then crum ble'
Europe. Beginning in 1948, the
That's the rationale followed
Nationalist Party of South Africa by both lastyear's and this year's
borrowed both its " master race"
Student Association Assemblies
philosophy
and
its
basic in their unanimous votes for
sociological met hods from the "divestment" of Univers ity of
Nazis ,
including
spe cial Missouri monies from South
"passes" restricting the move- . Africa-related
investments.
ment of persecuted groups ; job
We realize ind ivi dual conrestrictions (only menial labor at
stituents may agree or disagree.
slave wages for tbese groups);
Whichever yo ur position. a once _
segregated living and other
in a lifetime chance t o infl uence
fa cil ities; and even concentraa decision that involves nearly
tion camps -(t he "bantustans" , SIOOmlllionof ourtaxesandfees ·
. euphemistically called " native
is yours for the asking. l 'niverhomelands") which force the
sity Pr esident C Pet er '\[agrath
breakup of the family unit. More
has appoint ed a special Task
than 24 mill io n members of the
Force on South Africa Inves t- so-called " inferior" races were
m ent Policy to advise him and
stripped of their ' citizenship.
the Board of Curators on this .
The vote , the right to meaningful
issue. That gr oup. on whi ch I
education, legal rights , and the
have the honor of serving, will be
best land and facilities are now
holding public hearings on each
reserved almost exclusively for
of the four campuses. UMSL's
members of the self-proclaimed
hearing will be September 26 in
superior race.
the J.e. Penney Building. All you
Incredibly, in the case of South
need to do if you want to express
Africa, three out of four people
your opinion is reserve time by
are members of racial groups
Sept. 16 (call my office or write
singled out for persecution!
Dr Eleanor Schwart z, c/o the
The questions international
President's Office , Columbia).
community-- including studentsOr you can supply "walk-in" tes-have been coming to grips with
timony from 1-1:30 p.m . or 5-5:30
over the past several dec~des
p.m. that day .
.
include: Is this terrible situation
ODDS AND ENDS: The Studen't ·
any of our business? And , if so,
Assembly will meet thi s Sunday,
what can we do to help?
Sept. 8 at 2:00 p.m . in the J .C.
Increasingly, the answer to the
Penney Building ... Various com- .
former question has been
mittee and court applications are . .
answered in the affirmative by
still available in 262 U. Centhe elected representatives of
teL. Transportatio n is available '
University of Missouri system
to the Sept. 12-13 Board of
students. Leaders have pOinted
Curators me eting in Columbia
to lessons offer.ed by the Nurem(for more information , stop by
burg Tribunal after dissecting
262 U. Ce nter or call 55{3-5104-:-
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Lett.ers --~-----!...!:
'Elections Should Stand
Dear Editor: .
Since UM President C. Peter Magrath is throwing au t the results of a duly constItuted stud.ent electIOn becau se not enough students voted, perhaps he should
wnte a letter requestlllg that President Reagan step down since he only
receIved 3L2 percent of the votes of the voting 3ge population. Perhaps memo
b.ers_of Congress that are elected In off years would also step down at his request
smce many of them receIve less than 25 percent of the voles of the total votina
age populatlOn.
.
e.
. President Magrath, as a political SCientist, should have recognized the trend
In recent years for votIng publi cs, of any type, to tax itself. Therefore , if a
in a heavily advertl'sed elect·Ion. t ocrea t ea
maJonty
. bl Ofvotlllg
f
I thostudents chooses,
.
walva e ee,
mk PreSIdent Magrat h should respect the val'd't f th
electIOn.
I I Y0
e
Sincerely.
Will iam R Potapchuk

Letters Policy---~~
The Current welcomes all letters to the editor. The writer's s tudent number and phone number
must be included. Non-students
also must sign their letters, but
only need toadd their phone num·
bers. letters should not be more
than two tYP.e d pages in length.
No unsigned letters will be
published. Names for published
letters will be withheld upon
request, but letters wit h which the
writer's name is published will
receive first preference.
~esponsibility for letters to the
edItor belongs to the individual
WrIter. The Current is not respon-

sible for controversial material in
tt}e letters, but maintains the right
to refuse publication of letters
judged by t he editorial staff to be
i~ poo r taste . No leiters witj1
libelous
material
will
be
published. Letters may be edited
for space limitations.
. Letiers may be dropped off at
the Cl.lrrent offices, 1 Blue Metal
Office Bui lding, or the University
Center I nformation Desk. They
may also be mailed to Letters to
the. Editor, Current, 1 Blue Metal
Office Building, 8001 Natural
Brrdge Road St. Louis Mo.
63121.'
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New Tracks In Shopping:
Centre 'Completely Different'
Michele Smith
feature/arts editor

The newly-opened St. Louis
Centre , t he nation 's largest
downtown
enclosed shopping
mall, offers a variety of things to
doand people to see. The Centre is
umque to St. Louis with an
atmosphere created by glass
walls , glass ceilings and live
plants.
" The atmosphere was completely unique ," said Jim
Haalboom , sophomore in systems analysis . " It was so white
and sanitary looking. It looked
almost too modernistic. "
The Centre, which opened
Aug.S , is t he culmination of two
ye ars of construction and the
combined efforts of more than
4.500 people.
Located on Sixth street, th e
Centre provides four leve ls of
s hop ping and dining as well as
easy access to Dillard 'S and
Famous-Barr
department
stores;
"It was someplace completely
. different to go to shop. som ethIng bes ides just West County or
South County s hopping centers ,"

Julie Schaefler. freshman in psychology, said. " My dad works '
there
I use his parking card
and park free." Otbers, howe ve r ,
are not so lucky.
" It's too far to drive and then
have to pay for park ing," said
Jim Schneider, junior in bus iness . " It was also way too crowded. The Centre will be great for
Christmas shopping, but that's
about it. "
There are many shops at the
Centre t hat are not found anywhere else in St. Louis . The eating section on the fourth floor
also co ntains a bar for adults
visiting the Centre.
" I bought a pair of underwear
that looks like a t uxedo for a
friend of mine who is getting
married," Haalboom said. " I
doubt I· would have found them
anywhere else . I even saw sunglasses for sale at $600 a pair."
Basically the Centre is no different from any other mall," said
Wend y Layman, sen ior in education. " There are some cule s hops,
but yo u ha ve to be a millionaire
to shop at a lot of the slores."
Besides being a place to shop

so

the Centre also provides new
job opportunities .
" I'm earning more money
since I transferred s tores ," said
Mike O'Brien, junior in psychology . ''I'm selling men 's suits at
Dillard 's and also earn a commissi'On . It's not a longer drive
and Dillard 's covers parking. The
location is exciting because the
mall is full of people ."
The Centre contains over 1 500
live plants, two acres of gl~ss,
1,080,000 individual tiles. 14 ,000
cubic yards of concrete, 6,000 ,000 pounds of· structural steel
and over 80 shops and eating
places , WIth more opening soon .
Centre hours are Monda y thTU
Friday, 10 a.m.-8 p.m .; Saturday,
10 a.m.-6 p.m .; and Sunday. 12
p.m.-6 p.m. Parking is available
on Sixth st reet, right across from
the Centre. Parking is free Saturdays and Sundays and afte r 5 p.m .
on weekdays.
" I'm glad the y are improving
downtown St. Lou is," Kim Mon- '
tgomery, s enior in education
s aid . " It di splays St. Louis in a
better way."

On The RightTrack: Early·morning shoppers enjoy a leisurely stroll through the "new" ~hopping area at St.
LOUIS UnIOn Station. St. LoUIS Centre and Union Station have brought many new shops to the Sf. Louis
region.

nseling Service Off rs Study Tips
Editor's Note: This article was
prepared by the counseling
service to assist stUdents.
You have probably heard a lot
abo ut college being different fro m
I>l hig h school. Some of what you have
heard may be true . some may be
only rumor or the figment of someone's imagination. Let us sepa rate
fa ct from fiction .
One of the major differences between coll ege and you r prev io us
education is t hat you will be trea t ed
as an adult r at her th an a chi ld or
teenager. As an adult, yo u have a lot
more freedom. Teachers will not
check up on you . You r parents will
not be cal led if yo u do not come to
\ class. Ha ving the freedom to make
yo ur own decisio ns is liberat ing and
something yo u have probably wanted for yea rs . Now you have th at
right.
The fl ip si de of this is th at yo u also
have to take responsibility for the
choices an d dec is ions yo u make .
You have the cho ice of studyi ng or
go ing out with friends, of going to
('lass or sleep ing late.
Be cause co llege is so unstru ctured , making dec isions about how
you use your time can be critical.
As a full time student, yo u m ay
only have 12 to 15 hours for

scheduled e1asses. Th e other 100plus hours per week are yo urs to use
as yo u choose . It is easy to revel in
this freedom to cboose and suddenly
realize that you have three midterm
exams and a paper du e in three
days .
How can you avoid this scenario?
Here a re some suggestions:
• Make a weekly schedule.
Firs t, l is t all the times that are
rou tine
(for
example,
class
seSSions , work , and sleep). Next.
build in time for study , re creat ion,
wa tching TV. or see ing friends . If
you budget you r time eff ec ti ve ly,
yo u s hould be able to balance all of
the acti vities in yo ur life. If vou do
not keep a schedu le. chances ~re yo u
will '.>ast e a lo t of time a nd late r
fe el ove rwhelm ed .
• Set short a nd long term goals .
Wh at needs to be done today? This
week? By the end of the semester?
Check you r cou rse outli nes carefully at th e beginning of t he semeste r
and m ake a note of the peak tim es
and the relatively r elaxed times
during t he semester. Be s ur e to
write you r assignmen ts and due
dat es into your schedule. Begin to
work
ear ly
on
long-range
aSSignments . Do not wait until the
night before the pa per is due to

beg in wri ting. If, {or exa mple , you
are required to write a t erm paper,
break the work down into small ,
manageable steps . For instimce,
. de cide what yo u need to read in preparation. Make no tes on vo ur
rea di ng.
If yo u break things down in this
manner, yo u will he in more control
and your assignments will seem
less demanding .
• Find a plac e to study that
suits you.
People
hav e
different
requirements for be ing able to
study most effective ly. Some need
abso lute silenc e, others do better
with a radio pla ying in the backgr ound. Some study more effectively in the morning. others are
more alert at night. Get to know
yo urself and your individual need.s.
Try to arrange for a plac e that meets
your needs. If your home is not co nducive to studying, find a quiet place
in the library , use a study lounge , or
arrange to study with a friend.
• Ask for help if you need it.
If you have difficulty wit h a
course, do not wa it and hope that
things will get better. Ch a nces are
things witl not get better unl ess you
take action . Here are some things
you can do: As k your profe ssor when

you can meet with him or her for
assistance; if there is a teaching
assistant in you r class , you can alSO
ask him or her fo r help . If yo u have a
friend in class , see if he or she can
help you
Find out a bout the serv ices pro vided by th e Ma th Lab. Reading Lab
and Writing Lab on ca mpus. Contact
the UMSL Center for Academic
Devel opment and for informati on
about ind ivi dual tutoring . Pick up a
workshop booklet from the Counseling Service and s ign up for
workshops that look he lpful.
. Thi.S is by no means a' com plete
list of steps yo u can take if you have
diffie ul ; ies in a class or subject. The
point being made is that there are a
wide range of things you can do but
you are the one who needs to initiate
action . Find out where yo u can get
help and take advantage of the servi ces available to yo u.
Go od lu ck.
The Counseling Service offers
free profeSSional assistance to
st udents with personal, social,
educational or career concerns.
Call 553-5711 for information or
drop by the Counseling Service at.
427 SSB.

· '201·0: Odyssey Tvvo' A Captivating Story
Nick Pacino
fi lm critic

" 2010: Odyssey Two" (1984), the
impress ive sequel to the 1968
classic, "2010: A Space Odyssey,"
reached the video shelves this summer from MGM/UA Home Video .

film

classics

HAL, an excellent cast and David
Shire 's intOXicating sc ore combine
for a thrilling journe y. VHS/ Beta
HiFi. Color. 116 mi n. Rated PG.
Sir Alec Guinness and Ri cky
Schroder star in USA Home Video's
release of "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
a wonderfully sentimental 1980 TV
producti on based on the Frances
Hodgson Burnett classi c novel.
Schroder is C'e dric, a poor, brighteyed youngster in 19th ce ntu ry New
Yo rk,w ho disco vers he is heir to a

wealthy estate belonging to his
Nominated for five Oscars , and
starring Roy Scheider,
John . grandfathe r , a crusty old sort pla yed
impellingly by Guiness .
.
Lit hgQw and Helen Mirren, this is
Ce
dri
c
and
his
widower
mother
,
.• the capti vating story of the follow up s pa ce voy age to t he wrecked ship (Co nni e Booth), move to England to
Discovery, and the myster y of ItS: take up the ir new li festy le, eve n
though the mother is not accepted
failed mission.
by Guinness . As Cedric etches his
•
Base d on Arthu r C. Cl arke's best
way
into everyone's heart, including
sellers. producer , director, screenhis tou gh-skinned grandfather, a
write r Peter Hyams provides
breathtaking an d emotional ente r- rare proportion of co medy and
tainment. Th e salutary compu te r drama de ve lops .

riey into Fe ar " (1943),a superb spy
Dire ctor Jack Gold perfectly
embraces the ambience of the · th ri ll er starring Orson Welles ,
J ose ph
Cotton
and
Agnes
period , and' the Emmy Award winMoor ehead : Adapt.ed from an Eric
ning color photography is stunning.
bon't be surprised when this one Ambler novel by Cotton, and codirected 'by Welles, the involveo
tugs at your heart. VHS/Beta HiFi
plot has Cotton, an American.
100 min.
muniti ons expert, pursued hy GesIn the special topics catego ry is
ta po agents, and Welles the head of
Kartes Video 's book and vi deo set ,
the Turki s h polic e.
"The Wines of California," (1984),
four hours of original programming.
on two VHS or Beta t apes , along with
Welle s manages . to keep the
William 1. Kaufman'S informative
eve nts fa st -moving, full of surprises
and tense to the last frame . VHS/
Gold Vine Award winning " Pocket
Beta. B/ W. 68 mi n.
Encyclopedia of California Wine. " A
A classic boxing film , " The ChamKartes video crew trave led in
pion" (1944) is availahle from
Cali fornia's famed wine cou nt ry fo~
Republi c Pictures Home Video .
over a year, capturing m agnificent
Kirk Dougl as is perfectly cast as a
shots of the countryside.
ruthl ess fig hter who doesn't care
Nearly every aspect of wine is
how he makes it to the top, in clud ing
covered; how it is made , evaluated ,
slapping his han dicapped brother
stored, and what to serve with it.
around (Arthur Kennedy.)
Over 40 lead ing winemakers are
Directo r Mark Robson ("Von
interviewed on their perspectives.
Ryan 's Express ," 1965) creates a
powerf u 1. engross ing s to ry.
. From RKO Home Video is "Jour-

Sting Proves Powerful
Breaking From Police
Mark Bardgett
music c ritic

Sting
The Dream Of The Blue Turtles
A&M

**** 1'1

Some years ago, the band Traffic combined intricate elements of
hard rock and modern jazz into a
blend of some 01 the most innova tive, evocative sounds of the early
'70s . It's been a long time, but with
" The Dream Of The Blue Turtles ,"
Sting nearly re creates this higher
ground of jazz ro ck.

•
musIc
•
review
The ev iden ce lies in t he versatility, power and prowess of
drummer Omar Hakim, bassist
Darryl Jones , keyboardist Kenny
Kirkland and saxaphonist Branford Marsalis - a group of young,
street-wise session men who play
off each other as if they've been
doing it for years .
The group's abilities afford
Sting the l uxury of an open,
unpretentious approac h to his
material. It's an equation that pro·
pels " The Dream Of The Blue Turtles" well above the jazz-fusion
populace .
It would have been even nicer if
that same unassuming quality had
infected Sting's lyrics. Without a
doubt, the early Poli ce songs
showcased one of the most gifted
love songwriters in rock and parts
of "The Dream Of The Blue Turtles" prove he hasn't lost it.
But lately, through Sting 's writing, we've realized what is on
Sting's current reading list and
how it relates to world politi cs.
And there is nothing wrong with
protest songs.
It's just 'that when you hear
Bruce Springsteen present the di sastrous state of the steel indu stry
through the eyes of a laid-off
.worker, and you hear Sti ng send
the message about out-of-work
coal miners through ageologyand
economics lesson, well, the Boss
sells his case with a lot more
for ce.

Yet throughout the album, St ing,
the spokesman, is masked by
graceful , resonant melodies as in
the pensive "We Work The Black
Seam. " Hakim and Kirkland bob
and weave around each other as Marsalis haunts the slow, winding
track with a piping saxaphone.
Another cut patferne d after the
Traffic
sound,
" Children's
Crusade ," begins in
unsure
manner which fuses together in a
sympathetic chorus , . spiced by
Marsalis' heralding sax work.
Kirkland 's simple keyboard during the song's break recalls " LcwSpark Of High-Heeled Boys," as it
is teased by Marsalis until the
pressure explodes into chorus.

an

The serious air fades and the fun
starts in " If You Love Somebody
Set Them Free," an alive, jazzy
measure that could be about South
Africa, greed or about love.
Everyone contributes to the captivating spiril, especially Marsalis' flashy sax.
" Moon Over Bourbon Street"
reproduces the feel of a Nat King
Cole after-midnight session as
well as the title track seems to
cover a Miles Davis venture. If
Chuck Mangione were asked to
perform "Wrapped Around Your
Finger," it would prob.ably sound
somet hing like "Fortress Around
Your Heart ," an open, light jazz cut
which serves as an apology and a
promise to a defensive, brokenhearted lover .
In the effective . treatment of
"Shadows In The Rain," the old
Police track is inspired by the
ducking bass of Jones , the tightpaced guitar of Sting, the shuffling
beat of Hakim , and the excellent
solos by Marsalis and Kirkland .
While at times the lyri cs verge
on annoying ("We Work The Black
Seam," " Russians"), "The Dream '
Of The Blue Turtles " is an effective collage o'f modern jazz, distinctively flavored by Sting.
No, it's not the Police. And comparing the two bands would be like
comparing apples and oranges .
They both serve their purpose. hut
it is Sting, it is jazz rock and it is
great music.
.
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FR EE SOUTH A FRI CA DIVEST NOW!

Thurs. Sept. 26
•

•

.

Student Association
Assembly!

Public Hearings at U M SL
. Reserve time to testify through Greg Barnes
at 553-5105

•

Run For

Support Nobel Peace Prize Winner Bishop Tutu

end U M's $95 million investment in apartheid!

• 6 seats for new and transfers students
• 3 seats for evening students '

September 18

• 2 seats for graduate students

11:30 -1:30p.m.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Apply in room 262 University Center by September 13. Call

Call student Association (Greg. Hilary or Sue) af553-51 05 for
more infonnation or stop by Student Association in room 262
University Center

Matt Guitar Murphy

Greg, Hilary, or Sue at 553-51 OS for more infonnation.

•

U. Center Patio
or Lo.u ng·e

unlv."lty
program
_rd

".
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F rida y

• Pi Sigma Epsilon, will be
holding a new member orientation meeting at 1 p.m. in Room 72
J.C. Penney Building. Its membership is open to al l student.

Getting Acquainted: The University Players wear tlleatrical costumes to promote their group at last years UMSL Expo.
Tournament. Play beg ins at 5:30
p.m. tonight and resumes Saturday at 10 a.m. in the Mark Twain
Building. Admission is $1 for
st udents and $2 for general
admiss ion.

7

8
• "Creative Aging " airs on
KWMU (FM 91 ) every Sunday
from 7 to 8 p.m. Tonight the
retiree staff compare warm
weather experiences in this

Sunday

week's feature, " Ways of Working and Wanderi ng in Warm
Weather. "
• The Newman House, t he
U MSL catholic stud ent center, is
holding a get acquanited dinner fro m 3 to 6 p.m. at t he Newman House,8200 Natura l Bridge
Road.

Monday
• The sixth annual UMSL Expo
will begin today and cont inue
through Tuesday. The event is
designed to highlight services,
programs and organizations
from all areas of the U MSL community. A carnival setup with
booths will be located in the
quadrang le area north of the
Thomas
Jefferso n
Library.
'Organizations and offi ce s are
invited to reseNe space in a
booth. The space is free fo r the
two days. However, if the booth is
to be used fo r a fund-raising activity, a $25 f ee will be charged.
• The
UMSL
Continuing
Education-Extension
division
will offer a course on" Lotus 1 -2-

3" on Mondays, Sept. 9 through
30 from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the
RCET I BM lab, 10601 Clayton
Road. The course is an introduction to using an electronic
spreadsheet on the IBM-PC. The
student will learn how to use
LOTUS 1-2-3 for appl ications in
accounting, budgeting, ex pense
tracking and what-if analysis.
The regis t rati on fee is $95,
• The UMSL Women 's Center
will be holding an orientation
and welcoming reception for
all new students of nontraditional college age. The
recept ion begins at 7 p.m, in the
Hawthorne Room of the University Cente r.

fall

Wednesday

• The UMSL Peer Counselors'
will presen t a time management workshop from 2 to 3 p.m.
in Room 427 SSB. Learn to con-trol yo ur use of t ime through time:
management techniques. For
more information; call 5535711 .
' . Women's Soccer vs. Missouri Bapt ist at 7 .30 p.m. Mark
Twain Field. Admission is free for.
UMSL students, faculty and
staff.

calend'ar

~a~~~a~o~n~u~~~~~;ng
should be submitted i n writing
no later than 3 p.m. Thursday
of the week before publication
to Jan Braton around UMSL
edito r. Current ~ 1 Blue Metal

• Men' sSoccervs. Principia at
7:30 p.m . on the Mark Twa in
Field .

Saturday

in the J.C. Penney Bui lding. The
course is designed to help prepare students for t he examinat ion to be held o n Oct. 5. The
registration fee is $ 75.

• A
" LSAT
Preparation
Course" will be offered by the
UMSL Con tinuing Ed ucationExtension division on Saturdays,
Sept 7 th rough 28, from 1 0 a.m.
to noon and Oct. 2 from 6 to 8 p.m.

• The UMSL StudentAssociation will ho ld an assemb ly mee ting at 2 p.m, in Room 75 J.C.
Penn ey Buil d in g.

------11 11 1

• The Chess Club meets each
Fri day at 1 p.m. i n Room 218
SSB.

• Women's
Volleyball
in
UMSL Division II Invi tational

return

to

• " Developing
Your Solo
Vocal Talents" will be offere d
the ' UMSL
Continuing
by
Education-Extension division on
Tuesdays, Sept 10 through Oct.
29 from 6 to 6:50 p.m . The stu dent will learn basic vocal techniques, such a breath cont rol,
posture, diction, tone q uality,
stage deportment and the interpretation of music literature. Th e
registrat ion fee is $50.

• The
University
Program
Board will present Walt Disney's
" The Jungle Book" tonight at 5
and 7 p.m. and tomorrow at 7 :30
to - 10 p.m. in the Marillac
Auditorium on the south Campus. Admission is $1 with a valid
UMSL 1.0. and ' $1 .50 for
general adm issi on.

6
• Last day for undergraduate
students to enroll.

• Last day
textbooks.

regist ration fee is $95. Fo r more
information, call 553-5961.

• The
UMSL
Continuing
Education- Extension
division
will offer a course on "Advanced
Programming (Data Files)" on
Thursdays, Sept. 5 through Oct.
24 from 6 :30 to 9 :30 p.m.
Students will learn to work with
sequential and random-access
data files. Participants should
have some knowledge of BASIC
and know how to work with
arrays ~nd subroutines. The

__

1~_T~u e_Sd_a~y

Baal Natu,.,.

Bridge Road , St. Louis, Mo.
63121 . Phone i t e~s cannot b~
accepted. Matenal may . bj:l
edited or excluded to satisfy
space or content requirements. .

y\

. d~a

• The UMSL Student Association wil hold a townhall Meeting
at noon. ·
.
• The
UMSL
Continuing
Educat io n-Extension
division
will offer a "Supervisory Certificate Training Program," Sept.
11 through Dec. 3 (days vary)
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. This is an
intensive certificate program for
supeN isors who want to learn
new skills and upgrade present
ski lls for g reater productivity on
t he job. For fee informat ion, call
553-596 1.
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ATTENTIO N
BUSINE S STUDENTS:
Delta S igma Pi
invites you to their

Get Acquainted Meeting.

• The Un iversi ty of M issouri
Business ExtenSion will present
a conference on business
management from 8 am. to
4:15 p.m. in Roo.m 222 J.C. Penney Building. The course is
des igned to assist owners and
managers of small businesses,
as well as others, in improving
their managerial effectiveness.
The registration fee is $40. For
more information, call 8892911.

We are a coed professional busi. ness frate rnity giving you the edge
as a professional while encouraging scholarship and social activities.

IIMeet the Chapter"

• The UMSL Women's Center
will hold a special reception for
all new transfer students. The
reception will begin at 3 p.m. in
the Hawt horne Room of the
Univers ity Center.

Wed., Sept. 11 1:00 p.m.
ROOM 126 J.C. Penney
Refreshments Served

• The U MS L Peer Counselors
will ho ld a free " Ca reer Exploration Workshop" from 2 to 3 p:m.
Individual interest test ing, career counseling and a variety of
career mater ials will be avai lab le. Additiona l workshop dates
are scheduled for Sept. 18 and
25. For more information, call
553-5711 ,

The University Progra m Board'
Presents
And KWMU FM-9 1 We lco mes
PAUSA Jazz Recordin Artist

W e won't rush you like the others.
M o nday Septembe r 16, 8 p.m.
J.C. Penney Au dito·rium
Tickets
$3 U MSL Students
$4 UMSL Faculty/Staff '
$5 General Public
Available at the University Center Information

Desk
For more information
call 553-5536.

We're PI SIG MA EPSI LON, the National Professional
Fraternity in Marketing, Sales Management and Selling_
PSE is open to all freshmen, sophomores, and juniors
interested in obtaining practical business experience,
leadership training and professional contacts- .

Please join us at our new member olientation meeting:

.Friday, Sept. 6 1: 0 p.m.
Room ' 72 J.C. Penney Building
Ilf you have any questions, contact

Laurie Velasquez

469-0047

David Konsewicz

·842-2863

Karen Harder

385-3450
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Rivermen Just Miss In Tie With McKendree
I, .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

brought the game to its eventual
final score by converting a penalty
sports editor
kick at 51:59 ,
'The night was full of chances as
UMSL controlled the play for long
the UMSL Rivermen hosted the stretches throughout the game, but
'"> M'c Kendree Bearcats in their 1985
it was obvious tbat they were m issseason opener at the UMSL Soccer ing the finishing touch of Ted
Stadium Tuesday. But unfor- Hantak.
tu nat ely for the Rivermen, they
Hantak, a 6-foot 1 senior, led
~ capitalized on only one in a 1-1 overUMSL in scoring in 1984 with 13
t ime tie.
'
goals and 5 assists. He is c urrentl y
The Rivermen had the oppor- representing the United States in
tunity to give Don Dallas his 150th the World University games in
" Yi'ctory as UMSL's soccer coach. But Japan. Hantak will be . available,
they saw that chance fade away as though , for the Wright State Tournathe Bearcats took a physical gameto ' ment this weekend in Dayton ,
UMSL late in the first half, many Ohio,
, times disrupting the flow of UMSL's
UMSL's barrage on keeper Brand offense as it was setting up
ing was led by Jeff Sendobry (w ho
The scoring opportunities were was wearing Hantak's jersey nummany for the 0-0-1 Rivermen. They ber) and Dan Sakamoto , each hitting
outshot McKendree 20-11. E ac h four shots.
., time, though, when it seemed UMSL
With Sendobry drilling shots from
was about to 'break the deadlock, the outside fringe and Sakamoto
Bearcat goalie Rick Branding would handling the ball ins ide, Branding
co me up "vith the big save.
had to be quick to prevent the UMSL
,., Although Dallas was impres sed th'r eats from becoming scores,
with his team 's shot total, he
It was not an easy night for UMSL
s.ll,mmed up the r eality of the situa- goalie John Stahl , either, McKentio n whe n he said , "Chances don't dree's attack, although limited in
count. "
number of shots, struck fast and
'~ 'UMSL looked as if they were going hard when it did . Stahl was called on
to walk away with the game when to shutdown numerous breakaway
Mike McAlone controlled a loose situati.ons.
ball in front of the McKendree net at
Branding was called upon to [pake
~ 3'minutes 9 second's to put UMSL up,
11 saves while Stahl handled s ix .
~ : O.
Still, each goalie had his share of
But it would be some time before tense moments,
either team would put the ball into
McKendree's
aggressiveness
almost cost them in the second half
\ the nets again.
: ' Ricb' Reiniger, who led the Bear- when they received two . yellow
cats in scoring in 1984 with 21 goals , cards midway through the period .

Daniel Ness

~I~ Studnicki Named
~ ': :Softball

Rivermen, Bull

Og5

time, UMSL had tbe better of t he
chances in overtime periods,
Sakamoto had an excellent opportunity as he followed in his own
rebound after Branding came out to
rob him on a close-in atte mpt at 5:50
of the Ii rst overtime period . The ball
got tangled between the UMSL forward , the goalie and a McKendree
defender.
Sendobry had another UMSL
scoring chance at 9:40 of the second
overtime period , but drilled a riSing
shot just over top of the net. The shot
had the Bearcatgoalie beat, but Sendobry put just a bit too much foot
into it.
The tie was only the second for
UMSL in season opening games
under ,Dallas. The record now
stand s at 7-9-2 , with all nine losses
comi ng at the hands of Division I
teams .
The Bearcats are now 0-1-1 with a
season opening loss to Sagamon
State last Saturday , The 8th ranked
Rivermen
defeated
Sagamon
earlier this year in an exhibition
match.
The Rivermen travel to Dayton ,
Ohio for the Wright State Tou rna ment with their first game coming
against 19th ranked Gannon College
on Saturday. They will return home
for a 7:3 0 p.m , contest with Principia
College on Sept. 1 L

," It is a fantastic opportunity
: 'for me," Studnicki said. "I know
this area and I feel I can do a good
~ :job of recruiting from this area.
:'If I had to build a program some~:where 1 think I could do it most
·: successfully at UMSL"
Studnicki a standout player
'. : from 1980-83 and a first team AlIIntercollegiate
: Missouri
'. Athletic Association selection in
: 1983 , returns to UMSL after serv.- ing as assistant coach at
Southern Illinois University ~ Edwardsville the
past two
seasons.

Studnicki
graduated
cum
· laude in May of 1983 from UMSL,
· with her bachelor's degree in
: physical education. She recently
: completed work on her master's
degree in physical education at
SIU-E.
As a basketball and softball
standout at Riverview Gardens
High. Studnicki came to UMSL
and started all four years on the
softball team and lettered three
r years in basketball.
Giving credence to the notion
that she may have been the best
soft ball player in UMSL history
to date, Studnicki holds UMSL
records for runs (103), hi ts (157) ,
and career batting average
(.319).
Studnicki,
an outstanding
• catcher and pitcher, was a starter on the two most successful
UMSL softball tea!!1s.

the midfie ld, where it is hoped he
can add a few more assists this
season ,
McNally also hopes that Smith's
experience with winning at CBC will
envelOpe his tea m.
John Laaker of Viannl'Y will be
cou nted on to not only play strong
defense for the Miners , but also to
create some scoring opportunities
on a team tha t may have prob lems
putting the ball in the net.

Jim Goulden
sports editor
The Missou'ri Intercollegiate
Athletic Association is alive and
kicking - and that includes more
than footballs,
,Soccer is beginning to flourish
and the future looks bright for the
Division II conference.
The MIA A is starting to gain some
well-deserved recognition in the
foo tball and basketball programs,
which hav'e produced both-·men's ' ·
and women's national champions,
Now there is a newcomer on the
block - soccer is making its way
into the limelight. Bot h the University of Missouri-St. Louis and
Northeast Missouri State Uni'v ersity find themselves ranked in the
Intercollegiate Soccer Association
bf America's top 20 pre-season
poll. . _
_
_
Defending conference champion
Northeast currently is rank ed 20th ,
while the UMS LRivermen are again
ranked highly at No . 8.For UMSL
being ranked in the top 20 is a
regular occurrence .
However, Don Dallas' UMSL
squad has not won a conference title
outright over the past two seasons .His team is the only one to ever rep- '
resent the MIAA in post season play,
though. Dallas bas put UMSL into
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division II playoffs for
13 consecutive years. a record that
no one in any other college div!sion
of soccer can boast.
In tho'se thirteen appear'ances
Dallas has one national championship
and
five
semifinal
finishes , i-ncluding last year.
Dallas enters tbis season witb 149
victories.
UMSL returns nine starters this
year imd it is no secret that Dallas
and bis troops are pointing for a
position in the Final Four again.
~

:;edric R. Anderson
Foiled Again: McKendree goalkeeper Rick Branding outjumps
U MSL forward Dan Sakamoto (16) forthe ball. Pau l Bielicki (6) watches
the action. Branding played a strong game and col lected 11 saves for
the Bearcats. The tie kept UMSL coach Don Dallasfrom gathering his
150th college victory.

MIAA Favorites

Coach

Citing a "fantastic opportunity ," for'mer UMSL softball
:player Lis a St udnicki became
· the new UMSL softball coach
, :replacing,Cathy Lewis ; who
· resigned this past summer. Stud' nicki takes over a team that was
.: :13-20 last season.

'

Dave Sahuri and Marc Mahat we re
tue culprits, committing obvious
violations to thw ar t UMSL attacks ,
In all.UMSL committed 28 fouls to
McKendree's 33. Many times the
officials let the teams play on to
bring some sort of flow back into the
game. This was done despite the
protest of fans and team members
from both s ides of -the field .
Thegame was in direct contrast to
last season 's UMSL-McKendree
battle played in Lebanon. III. , in
which the Rivermen were victorious
4-3 . Paul Bieli cki's goal at 60:51
gave UMSL the victory after they
trailed McKendree 3-2 at the half,
Another strong individual effort
was given by Tom Wilson on defense. Despite being hobbled , by a
bad ankle this past week, Wilson was
there to stop a handful of Bearcat
q,ttacks before they could materialize. The UMSL ,back used his speed
and ballhandling to . keep McKendree at bay.
.
As overtime approached it
became eveident that McKendr ee
was playing for. the tie. They made
no real attem pt to igriite their
offense, preferring instead to play
defense and wait for an UMSL mistake. To their credit, such chances
were not g iven too frequently by
the Rivermen,
In the overtime peri ods, the
result of the long night began to
,show on both teams. Fatigued from
battling in futility , neith er team
showed
any signs of early
domination,
But as was t he case in regulation

Dan Basler

Steve Schlichtig

At Northeast there is a new coach
as a matter of fact he would have
in Dave Poggi. a Chi cago native . who
been an asset to an already-strong
team. Basler then came to UMSL for
replaces Greg Hantak. Hantak was
two years where the only soccer he
the MIAA Coach of the Year last
played was on the intramural field .
season.
Finally , he rea lized his talents and
Despite winning the MIAA crown
headed for Northeast where he has
last year, the Bulldogs were a team
been welcomed wi th open arms.
in turmoil with fri ction accumulat Schlich tig, lik e Basler, comes
'ing between some of the playe rs and
from another " so cce r factory" in
Hantak last yea r.
The probl em, Poggi says, is under 'eBC High . where he was a member
of a powerful and winning learn.
control now . "I think that is all
With these two players' background .
straightened out. The guys seem to
Poggi believes their hunger for winhave a good attitude," said Poggi.
Poggi will be counting on 1984 AII- . ning will lead the Bulldogs to
another MIAA t itle and a playoff
MIAA performers Dan Basler, and
berth .
Steve Schlichtig to lead his team
The Univers ity of Missouri-Rolla
again. this year. "Those two get
along rearwell ; they have a]oke run- is in the pro cess of rebuilding, Th e
Miners have a very young team and
ning
co a ch P aul McNally is hoping to
they get in the ar'ea nei t ber of them
have his players in good shape by
will pass:' Poggi said .
the end of the season when UMR
Basler's story borders on make
believe, Basler never played soccer enters the MIAA portion of the
on his high school team or during his schedule.
first two years of college , Basler is
McNally will be relying on his
another of the many players repmidfielders to add experien ce and
resenting Vianney High in the
scoring to his team . Leading the way
college ranks, but Basler never
for McNally are two more playe rs
from CBC and Vianney. Jeff Smith
played at Vianney , which at the time
was in the process of claiming 4 re turn s for his fin al season as a
state championships in 5 years.
three- year starter. Smith is the
team's co-captai n and will anchor
Itisn' t that he wasn' t gOOQ enough;

Southeast Missouri Stat e University struggled last year to a 2-10
record. Combine that wit h a new
coach j ust coming in two weeks ago
and you have the ingredients for a
questionable chance at winning the
conference. Add to that an openingseason loss to Southern Illin ois
Univ ersity -Edwardsville by the
score of 12-0, and the future does not
look much brighter.
In the SIU game. the score at half .
time was 1-0. Bu t a horrendous
second half in which the Indians ran
out of gas may be used as an in cen tive to the team. It is-easy to see that
this team may tire in the latter parts
of games Clnd that may be a maj or
problem for them.
Bob Tenholder will use a lot of
fi rst-yea r players. There is no talk
of con ference champ ions hip s yet.
but Tenholder hopes that will come
in the future.
Tenho ld er's major job will be trying to find someone that can sco re .
Last season in twelve games , the
Indians managed on ly seven goals ,
Tenholder will rel y on a Europeanstyle game to add more scoring
pun ch th is yea r.
Don'( be surprised if t he MIAA not
on ly end s up with two teams in the
NCAA tournament, but one of them
m ay go a long way. perhaps winning
it alL

.
:Ruth Harker: UMSL Rivervvol11en's World Class
~----------------------------

· Dan Noss
sports edito r

There are those who can relate to
• Chevy Chase's experi ence in " Euro: pean Vacation" . For others, loading
up the car and driving through the
United States constututes an anx,-~iou sly awaited summerpme depar_ ture from the hassles of everyday
~ life,
.
Vacations and their inferred
~ pleasures differ from person to
'''p erson.
Inde ed, Ruth Harker'S summerc
'. time journey was out of the
: ordinary ,
'.
" It was a great experience ," the
: UMSL goalkeeper said, explaining
her overseas sojourn with the
United ' States Soccer Federation
:.National Team. You were there ,r epresenting the United States of
America: When yo u heard our
: National Anthem played together
with all the others it made you feel
:-different
about
being
an
· American. "
After finishing the 1984 season
a 0.80 goals agains.t average,
· Harker and several teammates
were selected to play on the Mid· west team at the National Sports
, Festival in Baton Rougue, La. From
.;...

~with

the participating squads a U.S.
Nat ional Team was selected to play
in a round robin tournament in
Mi lan. Italy against teams from
Denmark and England. Harker's
skills earned her a spot with the se- .
lected D. S~ · women.
. The play of the 5-foot 9 senior
from Parkway North was outstand- .
ing despite an overall poor performance by the U.S. squad , Harker
allowed no goals while the team
srtuggled without a victory , coming
home with a 0-3-1 record . Still,
Harker says the Americans were
like" a breath of fres h 'a ir" to the
Italians. With tactical smoothness ,
tbe U,S. women were a pleasant
change from the physical game of
their competitors.
Part of the reason the American
team did not register a win was the
short period in which the team was
together. It was just two weeks after
the Sports Festival that they played
their first contes1 overseas.
But another major reason was the
constant display of physical soccer.
"Even the players from North Carolina had trouble," Harker said .in
qualifying the obstacle. " They're
used to hitting but not getting hit
back."

Harker recalled with pleasure the
streets of Venice , tlie gondo las , the
Adriatic Sea and the cheeri ng
crowds. The latter was a surprise
source of support that was partially
responsible for the U.S . squad's
intangible feeling of unity. As
American flags were being waved
by non-Americans, the stad ium
almost became a home away from
home.
.
The team came together on its
own, Hark ~r recalled . A new coach
sometimes has troubl e implementing his system. But the U,S. women,
despite the short orientation period.
made the best of the situation and
refused to use the unfamiliarity of
coach and players as an excuse.

The violence in soccer recently
made gestures of friendship and
sportsmanship special. They may
cause a ripple of good feelings to run
through the game, Harker believes.
She adds (hat it is sorely needed .
Before the games were played a
dedication was made by the fans to
stri ve to bring back the days when
the ga me was played [or sport.
In an oration that rings with a lot
of truth , Harker says that the blame
for violence in soccer lays mainly
with those players who desire to
"get even" when they are losing.
"They can·t acce pt losing. But losing is a part of wi nning. To be a good
winner you have to be a 'good loser,
too. " Harker stopped short of sa ying
that only women' practice what she
preaches . just tha t they do i( nonviolently ,

The UMSL tri-captain said the
games helped polish a quality that
she feels is important to her as a
Now th at she has reached the
leader. "Yo u must know how to han- . highest level of competition for a
dle yourself in a group," she says . woman soccer player. Harker is
noting
that
maturity
and
unafrai d of the pressure to be placed
sportsmanship are required both on
up on her to remain there.
and off the field. Your behavior
"1 hope they expect more, " she
must be consistent, she adds.
says in acceptance of her role. "I
You represent the United States
deserve to be pushed to stay at the
of America, act like it," was tue "to
the point" advice given by ' international level. I know I can
compete there and I plan to give it
organizers when Harker was firsi
my best to do so ."
selected .

Hudson Cautioiis
Over Opener
Dan Ness
sports editor
It's a wonder that Coa ch Ken
Huds on mrxes any caution at all
with his optimism over bis
nationally ranked Riverwomen 's
season opener Saturday at
Quincy College.
The Riverwomen , 18th according to the Intercollegiate Soccer
Association poll. have never lost
a season opener (3-0- 1) and have
never lost to Quincy (5-0),
outscoring them 30-1. Quincy
was 4-9-2 in 1984, including a 6-1
defeat at the UMSL Socc er
St adi um .
But Hudson is not expecting
any congratulatory handshakes
before th e game starts . " It
should be a good opener for us ,"
the fifth-year coa ch says . "They
had a decent team last year a nd
they have most everybody bark
so I think it will be a good earl y
test for US."
Despite the slight slid e in the
rankings , Hudson feels
MSL
"wIll be better. We're a lot quicker and much more aggre sive
than last year. " Be sides , Hudson
says that the' team. wit h 13 new '
faces, " is coming together very
quickly ."
George Mason, 3rd in 1984 ,
tops this year's first ISA poll
while
defend ing
National
Collegiate Athleti c Association
champion North Carolina fell to
5th. Like UMSL, North Carolina
has lost a handful o f starters due
to grad u ali on.
The
Riverwom en's
home
opener is Tuesday, SepUO at 7:30
p,m . versus Missouri Baptis t.

occer Goalkeeper
Harker sees her role as a lead e r
divided onto three parts as a
teacher , a student and. as a
c'h eerl ea der. One obvious functiori
of an on -the-field leader is to boost
team morale , Harker believes that
eve ryone needs and deserves a pat
on the ba ck from time to ti m e.
As a senior, Harker feels that she
has an obligation to the you nger
playe rs "to help them along, I want
to help teach them and have them
teach me ."

The latter is an other step in her
continuing maturation as an at hlete.
Mu ch of the credit goes to UMSL
Coach Ken Hudson. " I've learned a
great deal from Kenny ." she says .
While admitting she has had her
" ins and outs " with her coach , she
says that she gains more respect the
long er s he plays for him, Harker
says he i's supportive of his pl ayers
and is willing to help them with nonsoccer related matters,
Harker believes her early problem s stemmed from her own
immaturity. The adjustment, to the
college level of discipline was diffic ul t, but now she feels sl1e ca nnot
play for a coaC'h who does not have a
high level of discipline,

Hudson , too. teels Harker has
matured in her three ye ars as a
starter for UMSL " She anchors our
defense and has accep t ed her responsibility as a leader . She has
grown up to the point wher e 'other
playe;s look to her for support
This could be Harker's best
season yet. Hudson feels. "She is at
the top of her game," he says . " She
usually comes· to us working off an
injury . But this season she is inj ury
free and she has to be confi dent
after being selected as one of the
nations best goalies."
" I've had my share of injuries, but
1 feel good now because 1 have been
worki n g to stay in shape by lifting
weights and running ," Harker
echoes.
A source of pride for Harker is the
fact that events such as the games in
Italy and the Sports Festival are
major steps for women 's soccer.
" Not far off" is the day when the
men 's and women 's games will be
viewed ' comparably."Women are
getting stronger and there are more
good programs available," she
says.
See "Harker," page 8
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Classifieds - - - - - - Harker
For Sale
, 977 Ford LTD.
Two door, AM/FM
stereo, and air.
Good
condition.
Call 8~8-1527.

Full-time accountant.
Degree
required ; should
have work experience in accounting. Will interview
evening students
who are doing
graduate
work
Contact
SWAP,
346 Woods Hall.

83 CJ-7 Jeep. AMFM stereo, Hard
top, tilt wheel, in
excellent condition. 29,000 miles.
Call 441-3791 or Full-time
custo741-0689 .
d ian service Rep
nee ded to trouble
1970
Inter- shoot for local
national Harves- national computer
ter Step Van. Good company.
Some
Condition,
low air
t ravel
is
mileage. Call 838'- requ ired. Should
1527.
have knowledge
of hardware and
software. Contact
SWAP, 553-5317.
HelpWanted
Part-ti me
sales.
Major
company $4.50 per hour.
needs six persons Mon. W ed. and Fri.,
Jr/Sr level of the 8 a.m. till noon.
business school Should have comto participate in puter knowledge.
mock interviews Contact
SWAP,
on Sept. 9 , Sept. 346 Woods Hall.
10. Hours needed,
Sept. 9-1-4 p.m ., Bank Teller. Will
Sept.
10-8:30 train. Work 20-25
a.m.-11 :30
p.m. hours per week
$4.25 per hour.
Interview
SWAP,
students will be Contact
paid $25. Contact 553-5317
SWAP,
346
Woods Hall for Cashier/Clerk 10details.
15
hou rs
per
week. Will train.
$4.50 per hour.
Major
superPart-time
mail
marke t.
Contact
clerk needed to
SWAP, 553-5317.
work Mon ., Wed .,
. and every other
Friday, from 12:30 Sou th
County
to 5:30 p.m. $5.16 Emplo ye r looking
per hour. Will train. for
persons to
Interested
work 20"25 hours
students contact per week on a flexSWAP,
346 ible
schedule.
Woods Hall.
Needs cashiers,

sales clerks, and
service
clerks.
$3.50 per hou r
Contact
SWAP,
553-5317
Retail
Assistant
Manager,
Northland shoping Center. Salary
open. To work 2-3
nights per week
and some Sunday's Experienced
perferred.
Call
553-5317
for
info

from page 7
. The key according to Harker "is
starting young. By the time they
rear:h the high school level they
should be fundamentally sound."
"We must keep women at hl etes
going. The Sports Festival put a
limel ight on everything ."
Harker owns
every
UMSL
goalkeeping record including most
shutouts in a career (26.5) , most
'shutouts in a seaSOn (12 in 1982) and
most consecutive shutouts (five in
1982).
Even
though
her
accom plishments are many . there is still
much for Harker to strive for in the -

upcoming seasons..:.~\~?~tlI~re is,tp,e
take continued hard work for her to
World Cup competition in '87. 'l'hen
maintain her curren t level of play .
the Olympic exhibitions and possShe seems to welcome the
ible sanction as an official sport in
' 88 and '92 . Finally, an All-American
select ion fo r herself an d the icing on
her collegiate career-- a National
Collegiate Athletic Association .
Championsh ip for UMSL.
But none of those are .d istractions
for Harker. Her mind is focussed on
the 1985 Riverwomen season, which
she awaits with her usual optimism.
"Just wait until we start playi ng for
real," she says as she heads out to
the field for practice.
Ruth Hark'er is con fid ent. taJenled and realistic . She kn i t will

challenge. "I hope I never reach my
I want to keep getting
better. "

peak.

Part-time clerical,
light typing and filing. Mon. through
Frida y 10 a.m . till 3
p.m. or 1 till 6 p.m.
Call 553-5317.
Part-time
teller,
Chesterf ield area.
Three afternoons
perweek.1 p.m. till
6 p.m. and Sat.
8:30 to 12. Should
have cash handling and customer
serviqe
experience.
Contact
SWAP.

at 170 Innerbel t & 5t. Charles Rock Rd .

LOVELY ONE, TWO , AND THREE
Readers and Test
Proctors needed
for
disabled
students.
Call
553-52 1 1
for
information.
The Reservations
office
in
the
U niversity Center
is accepting student applications
for part-t ime help.
Please pic k up an
applicatio n
in
Room 267 University Center. Call
553-5291
for
details.

BEDROOM

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sept. 5 · ~
& 7:30pm
7:30 & lOpm
·Sept. 6
$1 UMSL Students
0tJl? $1.50 Public

-

TOWNHOUSES

24 hour emergency maintenance
professional off ice & maintenance staff
professional 'lawn care
on site laundry facilities
off street parking
fu rn ished water, refuse pick-u p & sewer fees

REFRIGERATOR ,
GAS RANGE AND OVEN
HOOD AND DISPOSAL
GAS HEAT & GAS
HOT WATER HEATER

.

Monday - Friday - 9 - 6
Saturday - 9 - 5
Sunday - 12 - 4

N~W
SOUl, . LOC.t11'

--

426-1638

H CL1AA
'lON"
/l/VIPU~ ••

unl •• ,..lty

program

.....'"

MR. R COR S

WE P AY CASH FOR
YOUR USED ALBUMS!

872·9909

194 SCHUETZ
(SCHUETZ SHOPPIN CENT R)
11/2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF PAGE

WE TAKE USED ALBUMS
IN TRADE FOR ANYTHING
IN STORE.

ROCK CO LECTOR'S STORE
• Complete selection of new LP's including all the latest releases at the
lowest everyday prices in town.
• All the latest European imports.
• Hundreds of High Quality used Albums priced at only $3.00.
• Many hard-to-find, very rare LP's.
• Fast special order service including out-of-print and im port albums.
• Check out our new expanded cassette selection.
MR . RECORDS - where you can buy all the records you used to hear on
" Pipeline" before it wa s rip ped off the air.

DEPEC HE MODE
VENO M
MADONNA
HUSKER OU
SLAYER
DIRE STRAITS
M EAT PUPPETS
METALLICA
BILLY IDO L
O. M . D.
NEW O RD ER
BLAC K FLAG
THE SMITHS

SUICIDAL TENDENCIES
JFA
CELTIC FROST
TEARS FOR FEARS
THE DAMNED
ALEX CHILTON
GREEN ON RED
STRYPER
PILEDRIVER
ALISON MOYET
U2
MOTORHEAD
PLUS HUNDREDS OTHERS!
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VALUABLE COUPON FOR UMSL STUDENTS ONLY

MR. RECORDS
Present this coupon with you current stUdent 1.0.
and receive an additional 10% off our already· low.
prices.
(Coupon expires Sept. 30th, 1985)

__ - - - - - - - - - - -

~

- - - _________ _

,

These are just some of the groups you' ll find :

~

Open
10:00 a. m. - 9:00 p. m.
Mon. - Sat.
12:00 p. m. - 5:00 p. m.
Sunday

